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Summary 

In the summer of 2020, as the lockdown came to an end, we surveyed our community to find 
out if they wanted to go back to the old normal or whether they wanted a different future, a 
more sustainable and climate-friendly one, for Steyning, Bramber and Upper Beeding.  
We were delighted with the response.  Over 450 people completed the survey, across all 
age groups.   
We tested forty different ideas for the future across six key areas – transport, homes, 
energy, shopping, biodiversity and the local economy.  People were asked to score each 
one on a scale of one to five, rating them from a ‘bad’ to a ‘great’ idea. 
The survey also asked how people’s priorities had changed as a result of the coronavirus 
lockdown, as this has caused many to think afresh about what is most important to them. 
 

Highlights 
The results showed a remarkable degree of consensus around many of the ideas proposed.  
It was clear that people are looking for genuine, positive change and are ready to work 
together to build a healthier, happier, low carbon future. 
The following ten top ideas all got approval ratings of 92% or more, with respondents rating 
them ‘good’ or ‘great’ ideas.  These were: 

• Many new trees have been planted. 

• Steps have been taken to create 'wildlife corridors' throughout the area. 

• Local farmers are working to encourage biodiversity on their farms and minimise their 
environmental impact. 

• No more building has been allowed on the Adur floodplain. 

• There are many more solar panels on local schools, offices and public buildings. 

• New housing is designed with climate resilience in mind. 

• We are much better at caring for vulnerable groups within the community. 

• We have vibrant and flourishing High Streets with most essentials available locally. 

• There are community collection points for hard-to-recycle items. 

• There has been a big reduction of food waste. 

 
Most of the other suggestions got high approval ratings, too, with over three quarters 
thinking they were ‘good’ or ‘great’ ideas.   
The most uncertainty was over the feasibility of cutting down on privately owned cars:  57% 
were in favour, but 31% were ‘unsure’ and 12% against. 
Only two ideas were considered to be ‘doubtful’ or ‘bad ideas’ by more than 20% of people:  
building wind turbines on the South Downs, and pedestrianising Steyning High Street.  Yet 
even these were supported by over half of those who filled in the survey. 
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An emerging vision 

The aim of the 2030 Project is to create a future for Steyning, Bramber and Upper Beeding 
that is healthier, happier and greener. The first step was to paint a picture of exactly what 
this future would look like.  Now, thanks to the survey, we have a much clearer idea.   

This is the emerging vision of how we want our community to be by 2030: 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

Conclusions and next steps 
The results add up to a strong vote of confidence in the 2030 Project.  They confirm there is 
overwhelming support for ambitious action across all these areas.  Our community is ready 
to build a healthier, happier, low carbon future! 
It is a hugely ambitious agenda. No one group can achieve this on its own.  To be 
successful, the 2030 Project needs to be a real joint effort.  So we want to involve as many 
other local community groups as possible:  parish councils, the district and county councils, 
local schools, churches, clubs and societies, farmers, businesses and more. 

Over the summer a series of Action Groups will be formed to take forward these ideas and 
come up with concrete plans.  You can find out more and learn how you can get involved on 
the Greening Steyning website:  http://www.greeningsteyning.org 

We have clean air 
and quiet roads 
thanks to improved 
cycle paths and 
buses, and a big 
shift to electric cars. 

We have thriving 
businesses as more 
people shop locally. 
More is repaired and 
recycled and less 
wasted. 

Zero-carbon building 
and retrofitting means 
we live in warm and 
energy efficient 
homes. 

Farmers, councils 
and local people 
working together to 
protect and  
enhance nature. 

We are producing 
clean, renewable 
energy at scale 
locally. 

We are a strong and 
cohesive community 
that looks after 
vulnerable people 
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Background: about the Survey 

The 2030 Vision Survey was designed to collect people's thoughts on how we want our 
community to be in 2030.   
It was organised by Greening Steyning as a first step in the 2030 Project – an ambitious new 
initiative to create a sustainable, low-carbon future for Steyning, Bramber and Upper 
Beeding.  
The original plan was to invite representatives from all sectors of the community to 
a ‘Visioning Event’ scheduled for 25th March at the Steyning Centre.  Local schools, parish 
councils, churches, businesses, and other clubs and societies all agreed to take part.  When 
the Covid crisis struck we had to postpone.   
The survey was designed as an alternative way of collecting people’s views.  It provides 
quite a detailed picture of what people think and what they see as the priorities for the next 
10 years.  The plan is to use this as the launch pad for the next phase of the 2030 Project – 
figuring out how we can work together to make things happen.  
The survey was divided into three sections.  Part 1 asked people how their views have 
changed as a result of lockdown.  Part 2 invited them to consider and rate different ideas on 
what the future might look like.  Part 3 sought their views on the 2030 Project, and whether 
they’d like to stay in touch or get involved.  
The survey was conducted entirely online, as it would have been difficult to manage a paper-
based questionnaire during lockdown.  It was open for a month, closing on the 10th of July 
2020. 
For more details on the 2030 Project and how you can get involved, see: 
www.greeningsteyning.org 
 
 

Survey sample 

The survey was publicised through multiple channels:  the Greening Steyning mailing list, 
the local paper, Your Steyning, local Facebook groups, and via posters and leaflets handed 
out at the Farmers Market.  The organisations invited to the Visioning Event in March were 
also asked to publicise it through their channels, which many kindly did.  The aim was to 
throw the net as wide as possible, and get beyond ‘the usual suspects’ – people who have 
been involved with Greening Steyning in the past.   There was no age limit on the survey, 
and responses from younger people were actively encouraged. 
We got 470 responses in total.  After removing some duplicates and incomplete responses 
this was whittled down to 454, and it is the data from this sample group that is presented in 
this report.  This was an encouraging response for a survey of this kind, and compares well 
to the number of responses received to local neighbourhood plan consultations.   
The fact that two thirds of respondents were not on the current Greening Steyning mailing 
list is a sign that the survey did succeed in reaching out beyond the existing membership. 
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Age profile 
The pie chart below shows the breakdown between different age groups.  Younger 
audiences were less well represented compared to the over 40s, but there was still a 
meaningful input from groups of all ages. 

 
 
 
Where people live 
Responses were received from throughout the local area. Based on 2011 census figures, we 
worked out the response rate as a proportion of the local population. The highest was from 
Bramber (5.6%), followed by Steyning (4.2%), and Upper Beeding (2.6%).   
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Part 1:  How has the Covid crisis 
affected your views? 

The coronavirus pandemic has been a shock to the system in so many ways.  It has 
prompted many of us to stop and think, and reassess our priorities.  This section asked 
people how their priorities had changed as a result of lockdown.  They were asked to say 
which of nine issues seemed ‘more important’ or ‘less important’.  They could also choose 
‘no real change’ or ‘not relevant to me’. 
 
Results 
Responses are presented below, ranked by which seemed ‘more important’ to the most 
people.  

 
 
Main messages 

• Worries about the wider economy came top of the list – these were mentioned as an 
increased priority by 81% of respondents 

• Concerns about people’s own livelihoods came lowest on the list, but the fact that 
35% mentioned this is a reminder of how uneven the impact of the virus has been. 

• Over 70% noted how their appreciation of the local environment, and being part of a 
local community, had increased.   

• A similar number said that the safety and health of their immediate family had 
become more important. 

• 48% mentioned climate change as seeming more important as a result of lockdown. 
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Comments 
People were asked what positives had emerged from lockdown that they would like to 
preserve, and what other priorities had come to the fore.  Many shared their thoughts.   
The most frequent comments were about: 

• How much people appreciated the clearer skies, peace and quiet, emptier roads and 
reduced pollution. 

• The increased community spirit that has emerged. 

• Valuing time, a slower pace of life and simpler living. 

• Spending time with the family. 

• Hearing the birdsong, appreciating nature and the local environment more, and 
having the chance to get out and explore our precious countryside. 

• Getting out of our cars, and biking and walking more. 

• Understanding the importance of recognising and taking care of vulnerable groups 
within the community. 
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Part 2:  What do we want the future 
to look like? 

This was divided into sections focusing on six different aspects of life.   

 
A. How we get around 

 
B. Our homes 

 
C. Where we get our energy 

 
D. How we shop, eat and 

use resources 

 
E. Our local environment 

 
F.  Our local economy & 

community 
 
In each we asked people to consider a series of ideas on how the future might look by 2030 
and rate them on a scale of 1 to 5, where: 

 

1 = bad idea 2 = doubtful idea 3 = not sure 4 = good idea 5 = great idea 

People were also asked which three ideas they see as the top priorities, and to add any 
other suggestions and comments.  We have includes a few of these to give a taste of them. 
Explaining the graphs 
The results are summarised below, broken down into the six thematic sections.   
Results are shown as a series of charts.  Each one is sorted according to which ideas got 
the highest average score;  the most popular at the top, and the least popular at the bottom. 
A traffic light colour system is used to show the split between positive and negative 
responses.   

• “Great” or “good” ideas are coloured in bright green & pale green, respectively.   

• “Bad” or “doubtful” ideas are in red & pink.   

• Where people were “not sure”, it is coloured amber. 
The numbers in each coloured block show how many chose that option, and the percentage 
scale at the bottom means you can see the results in percentage terms. 
At the side of each chart, the ideas which where seen as priorities by the most people are 
noted with an asterisk.  The order of these does not always tally exactly with the ranking of 
ideas in the charts – showing that the most popular ideas were not necessarily seen as the 
first priorities.  
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A. How we get around  

People were asked how they would like our transport system and modes of travel to be 
different in 2030?  Nine different ideas were presented.  

Results 

 
Main messages 

• There were more contrasting views on this topic than on any of the others, as shown 
by the size of the red and pink bars. 

• Support for cycle paths, buses and switching to electric vehicles is very widespread 
(over 80% thought these were great or a good ideas). 

• 77% support traffic calming measures, but there were more mixed views on the 
merits of pedestrianizing Steyning High Street, either partially or in full.  While 61% 
were in favour, 21% were against the idea.  This is clearly an option that would need 
talking through, especially with shop owners. 

• 76% agreed with the need to cut back on flying, but there was more uncertainly on 
the feasibility of cutting down on privately owned cars.  57% agreed with this, but 
31% were unsure, and 12% opposed.   

×1 
×2 
×3 

Top 
Priorities 

What else would you like to see? 

“More public transport but it needs to be often, to the right 
places and not really expensive.” 

“Buses should be smaller, more frequent and electric - not 
diesel” 

“A cycle route through the Wiston Estate” 

“Pop up bicycle maintenance clinics” 

“More electric charging points” 
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B. Our homes 

We asked “what will we have done by 2030 to make our homes more environmentally 
sustainable?”  Five options were presented. 

Results 

 
Main messages 

• There was a high approval rating for all the ideas suggested, with over 80% rating 
them good or great ideas.   

• Making all new houses climate resilient and zero carbon got the highest scores.  This 
sends a clear message to those who set and enforce planning and building 
regulations that they would like these rules tightened. 

• 87% recognise the need to make almost all our existing houses more energy 
efficient, achieving an EPC rating of C or better.  Only 32% of local properties meet 
that standard at present. 

• Very few were against any of these ideas, though there was some scepticism about 
the feasibility of moving houses away from gas central heating and installing greener 
options, like heat pumps or electric heating. 

 
  

×1 

×2 

×3 

Top 
Priorities 

What else would you like to see? 

“A real push from the government on green homes” 

“Affordable options for investing in energy efficient schemes for 
my house. Seems to be preserve of the more wealthy” 

“Development should be tightly controlled so as to have a 
neutral or positive impact on green space and biodiversity” 

“Free surveys to see how one’s property can be improved to 
become more energy efficient” 

 
” 
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C. Where our energy comes from 

We asked “where should we be getting our energy from in 2030?”  Six ideas were tested. 

Results 

 
Main messages 

• There is clearly strong support for a big shift to renewable energy. 

• Putting solar panels on local schools, offices and public buildings has almost 
universal support – over 95% back this idea. 

• More than 80% support having more solar farms in the area and installing PV panels 
on most houses with suitable roofs. 

• Growing biomass on farms for conversion to energy is also popular with 76% of 
respondents, and the idea of setting up a local Community Energy Group is backed 
by 72%. 

• Installing some wind turbines on the South Downs was more controversial. 26% 
rated this as a bad or doubtful idea, the highest negative score of any of the ideas in 
the survey.  More than twice as many (56%) back this idea, however.  This is a clear 
point of difference, with strongly held views on both sides.  

 
 
  

×2 
×3
2 

×1 

Top 
Priorities 

What else would you like to see? 

“Grants and incentives to help with the cost of solar PV panels 
to families on low incomes” 

“Add farm buildings to list for solar panels” 

“All public buildings upgraded to solar energy, all new building to 
have solar fitted” 

“Onshore wind farms are a cheap and reliable renewable energy 
BUT not on the South Downs themselves.” 
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D. How we eat, shop & use resources 

A large part of our environmental footprint is determined by how we eat, shop and use 
resources. Eight ideas on how things might look by 2030 were tested. 

Results 

 
Main messages 

• Becoming more ‘green consumers’ is seen widely as a priority.  The top six ideas had 
more than 85% support. 

• The results show that most people want to see a holistic approach to this, with a 
flourishing high street, more local produce, better recycling, less food waste and 
plastic packaging, and the chance to get things repaired more easily at repair cafés. 

• 73% are in favour of people growing more of their own food, though this is obviously 
not an option open to everyone. 

• Views on reducing meat eating are more mixed.  10% are not convinced of this, 
though 67% are in favour. 

 
 
 

  

×1 
×2 

×3 

Top 
Priorities 

What else would you like to see? 

“A large community farm employing local people to grow 
affordable food for local consumption” 

“Better education on the benefits of reducing waste, not just the 
rubbish we produce, but in the whole system” 

“Compostable waste bins to be available” 

“Feels really important to make high street truly usable for all 
and an alternative to going elsewhere” 

“Proper local food markets for everyday produce every week” 
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E. Our local environment 

People were asked “what would you like our local environment to be like in 2030?”  Seven 
options were put forward for consideration. 

Results 

 
Main messages 

• Protecting the local environment clearly has widespread support.  All the ideas got an 
approval rating of over 86%, with virtually no one thinking they were bad ideas. 

• Tree planting came top of the list by a small margin – 94% think this is a good, or 
great idea, with the caveat that we manage the process carefully and plant 'the right 
tree in the right place'. 

• People are keen to see the landscape managed better, with wildlife corridors created 
and farmers actively encouraging biodiversity and working to minimise their 
environmental impact.  

• They also see an important role for local councils in encouraging biodiversity on land 
they own, and also for garden and allotment holders. 

• Building on the Adur floodplain is seen as an obvious ‘no no’; 92% are against this. 
  

×1 

×2 
×3 

Top 
Priorities 

What else would you like to see? 

“A comprehensive tree planting project to replace the many ash 
trees that will have been lost” 

“Not much point doing some but not all of the above” 

“Far less mowing of verges and ‘odd bits’ of green space” 

“More rewilding projects like the Knepp Estate” 

“The outright banning of use of harmful chemical pesticides” 
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F. Our local economy and community 

In the final section, people were asked “what other changes would you like to see by 2030?”  
Five ideas were proposed. 

Results 

 
Main messages 

• People’s lockdown experiences have no doubt affected their thinking about how they 
want our community and economy to be like in future. 

• There is a widespread feeling that we need to be better at caring for vulnerable 
groups and a desire for a stronger sense of community cohesion – over 90% agreed 
with these options. 

• 86% would welcome a shift to more locally-based economy, with more people 
working from home or employed nearby, and a thriving local green economy.  

• The crucial role of schools in encouraging learning and engagement on climate and 
environment issues was also widely noted - it came top of the list of priorities. 

 

  

×2 

×3
2 
×1 

Top 
Priorities 

What else would you like to see? 

“A continuation and extension of the community hub, especially 
for vulnerable people and those who are not online” 

“Build on local WhatsApp groups to continue to develop 
neighbourliness and neighbourhood watch” 

“It would be amazing to see a more cross-generational effort to 
tackle climate change” 

“Really important to identify a way to bring home workers 
together, to maybe generate an office communication hub” 
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Part 3:  Views on the 2030 Project  

Enthusiasm for the 2030 Project 
People were asked to express their enthusiasm for the idea of the 2030 Project on a scale of 
1 to 5, where 1 meant ‘very sceptical’ and 5 ‘very enthusiastic’. 
The response was most encouraging.  Over 90% gave a score of 4 or 5 – with the average 
score being 4.3.  Less that 5% were sceptical, giving a score of 1 or 2. 
 
Is this the right time to be launching the 2030 Project? 
There was a strong consensus that now is the right time to be pressing on with the project.  
80% said ‘Yes - we should be getting going’, while less than 5% said it was ‘too soon’. 
 
Would you like to get involved in an Action Group? 
People were asked if they would like to get involved in a Climate Action Group to follow up 
on the ideas in the survey.  The response was extremely encouraging.  Over 160 put their 
name forward for one or more of the groups. 
 

Next steps 

The survey shows a clear picture of the future local people are hoping for, and a remarkable 
degree of consensus.  The challenge for the 2030 Project is to make that future happen.   
If you would like to learn more about the 2030 Project, or get involved in one of the Action 
Groups, see the website:  www.greeningsteyning.org or contact us at 
greeningsteyning@gmail.com 


